We discuss over three decades of progress in nonmechanical beam steering, provide a comparison of approaches being developed, and comment on promising approaches not yet fully developed. Most of the work in nonmechanical beam steering has been for narrowband optical systems, but a brief discussion is provided of broadband. The majority of the nonmechanical approaches to beam steering create a tilted optical path delay (OPD) to change the wavefront, but some directly create a phase delay. OPD-based approaches may be true time delay, with no resets or modulo 2πn optical phased arrays that have resets. Most of the nonmechanical optical beam steering approaches tilt an existing wavefront and are called space fed approaches, because the beam is already formed when the wavefront is tilted. For the majority of radar nonmechanical beam steering, the tilted wavefront is formed by individual transmit/receive modules. Periodic structures (gratings) spread different wavelengths of light in angle, thus steering light, and are also used for nonmechanical steering. Our paper is derived from a conference paper presented at Photonics West in February 2019.
Introduction
This paper explores the history of the development of electro-optical nonmechanical beam steering since 1985. 1 Most of the paper discusses nonmechanical beam steering for narrow band systems. The authors include broadband nonmechanical beam steering, even though progress in nonmechanical broadband optical beam steering has been limited.
The most common way to build optical phased arrays (OPAs) is by dynamically creating an optical path delay (OPD). A second way is to create a phase difference. For the design wavelength, there will be a substantial equivalence between OPD and phase-based approaches, but the fundamental method of delaying light will be different. Most OPA systems are based on creating an OPD. The phasebased approach is based on the work of Pancharatnam in his classic 1955 paper. 2 Both techniques will be discussed, and specific OPAs will be categorized as one, or the other, beam steering approach. Phase delay-based approaches are very thin, similar to modulo 2πn-based OPAs, which will be discussed soon, but do not require resets, because phase is the same for 0 or any multiple of 2π phase. Phase automatically returns to zero each time 2π phase is completed. Both modulo 2πn OPD-based beam steering and the phased-based approach use periodic structures. These are gratings. Any grating will steer light of different wavelengths to different angular locations based on how light of different wavelengths interfere to create maximas and minimas. A simple grating will disperse wavelengths in an angle, providing a method of nonmechanical beam steering if the practitioner can change the wavelength of light.
OPD-based beam steering will be discussed first. The OPD-based approach is further subdivided into true time delay and modulo 2π-based time delay. The modulo 2πbased OPD approach allows use of a much thinner active medium than true time delay but requires OPD resets, which cause dispersion, making the OPA narrow band unless something is done eliminate this dispersion. True time delay OPA approaches are broadband but require a much larger OPD if a moderate or larger aperture is steered to a moderate or large angle.
A second way to divide nonmechanical steering is between steering an already formed beam, or steering a beam as it is formed. Most optical nonmechanical optical beam steering steer an already formed beam, which is called space fed beam steering. Most radar-based phased arrays steer a beam as it is formed, using individual transmit receive T∕R modules. Some chip scale modulo 2πn-based OPAs are being worked under various programs, but the technology is immature.
All gratings are dispersive, no matter if they are reflective or transmissive, or phase or amplitude. Gratings act as point scatterers, and different wavelengths will have constructive inference at different angles, where the path to a given spot from multiple scatterers is a multiple of the specific wavelength.
2 Optical Path Delay-Based OPAs
Modulo 2πn Space-Fed Beam Steering Approaches
The Modulo 2πn beam steering approach is based on using a thin, dynamic, OPD to do beam steering. For a narrow wavelength, it is possible to take advantage of the fact that light is a sine wave. With sine waves, it does not matter if there is 0, 2π, 4π, or 2πn phase shift. For the design wavelength, the OPDs of any integer multiplied by wavelength (nλ) will be the same phase. Therefore, as one moves across the width of the imaginary prism (shown in Fig. 1 ), one can subtract 2πn of phase every time the phase reaches 2πn. This results in a sawtooth OPD profile, and a phase profile that would result from propagation through a full prism and steers light in the same manner as a prism would. Because a reset occurs every time, the OPD reaches 2πn, smaller angles have a larger lateral distance between resets. This is called variable pitch modulo 2π beam steering. 3 As seen in Fig. 1 , for variable pitch beam steering, when the OPD reaches a multiple of one wavelength (λ), a reset occurs, because an OPD of zero and a multiple of one wavelength would be the same phase. It should be noted that while resets must be multiples of a single wavelength, they can be initiated at OPDs, which are not an exact multiple of one wavelength. This provides design flexibility to provide very accurate pointing, to improve speed, and provide other design opportunities. 4, 5 For example, a one-λ reset can occur after reaching an OPD of 1.1λ.
The benefit of using a modulo 2πn phase profile is that the required OPD can be small, allowing it to be written dynamically. The minimum required OPD is approximately equal to the wavelength of the light being steered. If, for example, there are 10 steps to reach 360 degrees of phase shift, only 324 deg or 9 steps will be needed. The 10th step would be 360 deg but is instead 0 deg, which is the same phase as 360 deg.
The modulo 2πn steering approach, however, makes the beam steerer very wavelength-dependent (dispersive). 6, 7 The largest angle one can steer to, using the modulo 2π approach, is determined by the size of the smallest reset distance possible for the desired steering efficiency. Because a reset subtracts one, or a multiple of one, design wavelength, the sine of the steering angle is the wavelength divided by the reset distance:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 6 3 ; 1 4 4 sinðθÞ ¼ λ∕Λ; (1) where θ is the steering angle, λ is the wavelength, and Λ is the lateral reset distance. According to Eq. (1), as the lateral reset distance gets smaller, the angle gets larger. The size of a reset remains nλ. This means that the largest angle for a given wavelength is determined by the smallest possible lateral reset distance. This discussion is for variable period modulo 2πn beam steering.
For a circular aperture, the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern provides an intensity distribution that is the Airy pattern. 8 Although much of the electro-optics (EO) community use the angular distance from the middle of the beam to the zero point as a beam width metric, the authors prefer to use the radar convention, of the angular full-width half-maximum (FWHM) beam divergence as an appropriate beam width metric. For the Airy pattern, one can calculate that the FWHM beam width is E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 3 2 6 ; 6 0 9
where θ is beam divergence, λ is the wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation, and d is the width of the individual radiator. The authors usually set the factor of 1.03 to 1, as a reasonable approximation. For a Hamming window function, the factor in Eq. (2) is 1.055. 9 Radar engineers often use the Hamming window function for a beam to reduce sidelobes. Skolnik, a classic radar textbook, describes values appropriate for different antenna beam patterns in Table 7 .1 of his classic textbook. 10 If the phase can be matched among many individual radiators, the beam will become narrower in angle proportional to the increase in the effective size of the radiator. If the full array is uniformly illuminated, then it is possible to substitute into Eq. (2) as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 3 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 1 4 D ¼ nd;
(
where n is the number of individual radiators assembled to make the large radiator, and where it is assumed that the pitch of the radiator separations is equal to the width of the radiator (i.e., unity fill factor). For Gaussian illumination of the full array, compared to uniform illumination, the effective size of the large aperture is reduced and the beam divergence increases. The allowed amount of clipping of the Gaussian beam by the aperture array determines how much the effective aperture size is reduced. By adjusting the phasing among the individual elements, the narrow beam can be steered under the envelope of the larger beam resulting from an individual radiator. Phased array microwave radars steer the beam to angles >45 deg. To do this, the radars use individual radiators that are at a half-wavelength spacing or closer. In radar, the conventional discussion of half-wavelength spacing says individual phase-adjustable radiators must be no larger than half wavelength to reduce grating lobes. 11 This is a different view of the same physics. From Eq. (2), if D equals one half of λ, then θ ¼ 2.06 radians or 118 deg. This is the full-beam width at the half-power points. Plus or minus 45 deg would be a 90-deg full width in angle, so it is possible to steer plus or minus 45 deg and still be significantly above the halfpower point, neglecting the cosine factor loss in the projected area of the aperture.
One of the main efficiency considerations is the flyback region, which occurs at a reset. The size of the flyback region may be determined by fringing fields. 12 This effect is a result of the inability of the device to change its electric field profile instantaneously in space. The flyback region substantially reduces the fill factor of the grating because light hitting the device in the flyback region will be deflected in the wrong direction. The flyback region depends primarily on the structure of the modulo 2π beam steering device. Active EO materials, such as liquid crystals (LCs) also have limitations on how quickly the index can change in space, which can act similar to fringing fields in limiting steering efficiency by causing a region that steers the wrong direction, when the OPD is reduced by an amount that will cause modulo 2πn reduction in phase (a reset).
The reset period Λ can consist of q electrodes of size w, each separated by the spacing of s. Therefore, the deflection angle will depend on the number of electrodes in each reset, the size of each electrode and the spacing between the electrodes, allowing Eq. (1) to be rewritten as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 4 ; 6 3 ; 5 7 6
where w is the width of an electrode, s is the spacing between electrodes, and q is the number of electrodes. The active layer thickness should be made as thin as possible to minimize the flyback region. The electrode size, spacing, and the number of electrodes in each reset should be optimized to not only satisfy the desired deflection angle in Eq. (4) but also to maximize efficiency. The number of electrodes in each reset also imposes another effect called quantization effect, which will be explained later in this paper. Equation (5) gives the approximated efficiency of LCbased beam scanner due to flyback region effects: E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 5 ; 6 3 ;
where η f is efficiency due to the fringing field, Λ F is the width of the flyback region, and Λ is the width between resets. 13 Figure 2 shows that during the flyback portion of the phase profile, the beam is deflected in the wrong direction. Fringing fields make it impossible to impose an electric field that stays only between the small electrodes. Instead, the field expands outward to each side of the small electrode. As a rule of thumb, the narrowest width of a voltage region above an electrode is about the thickness of the layer between the electrode and the ground plane. 14 Since the thickness of the active media layer is often larger than the spacing between the electrodes, it can be seen that fringing fields can cause a significant loss in efficiency. For transmissive beam steering, the cell has to be about as thick as required to obtain one wavelength, or 2π phase, of OPD. With a birefringence of 0.3, this means the cell has to be about 3.3 times one wavelength in thickness. According to Eqs. (4) and (5) , which give the deflection angle and efficiency, Fig. 3 shows how fast the efficiency drops as a function of deflection angle for a conventional LC-based thin-film scanner, assume a 0.3 birefringence, and a wavelength of 1.55 μm. Therefore, for high efficiency, it is necessary to limit the steering angles used for saw-tooth phase profile LC continuous steering to very small angles-on the order of a degree. For a quarter of a degree of angular steering, the steering efficiency is 98%. For 1-deg steering, it is down to ∼90% efficiency. For 1-deg steering in both azimuth and elevation, the loss needs to be squared, so it would be about ∼80% steering efficiency. This is a significant limitation for use as the fine angle steering before a wide-angle coarse steering element.
The second contribution to steering efficiency is from the discrete nature of the phase steps. Equation (6) gives the loss in efficiency from using discrete steps: E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 6 ; 3 2 6 ; 3 6 2
where η q is the efficiency due to the quantization issue, and q is the number of steps in a reset period ramp. 15 Table 1 and Fig. 4 show the efficiency versus number of steps in a ramp. Some early LC beam-steering work avoided the loss associated with discrete steps, discussed above, using two electrodes and a continuous ramp of voltages. 15 In this approach, a linear ramp in electric field was used instead of discrete phase steps. Initially, it was not obvious which approach would be preferred, but at the time the discrete steps did not provide a significant loss, and the linear region of the voltage versus phase shift was only a small portion of the full phase shift available from an LC cell, so it was necessary to make the LC cell thicker.
The significant loss using LC beam deflection had to do with fringing fields. 6 This loss was not affected using discrete steps versus a linear profile. The net result is the linear LC phase ramp approach to steering optical beams was not pursued further at that time. If a different active material is used, this approach could become attractive. Fringing fields are the main issue to address to increase the efficiency of modulo 2πn beam steering. This is being addressed and can result in steering efficiently to larger angles. 16 Figure 5 shows steering to 3 deg with 91% efficiency using fringing field mitigation techniques but being limited by the LCs resistance to fast spatial change.
LC modulo 2π OPAs
The initial OPA work implemented in the 1980s was modulo 2πn beam steering using LCs. Initially, the fringing field effects were not well understood, so Raytheon made a 4-cmwide OPA on 1-μm pitch, with 40,000 phase shifters, shown in Fig. 6 (a). By contrast, the microwave Pave Paws radar, shown in Fig. 6 (b), has 7000 phase shifters. This gives an idea of the difference in scale of radio frequency (RF) versus optical phased arrays. Since the frequency of Pave Paws search radar is low, its phase shifters are significantly larger than an X-band radar. The Pave Paws AN/FPS-115 radar consists of two phased arrays of antenna elements, mounted on two sloping sides of the 105-foot high-transmitter building, which are oriented 120 deg apart in azimuths. The radar operates in the ultra-high frequency band, between 420 and 450 MHz, and has a wavelength between 71 and 67 cm. 17 In the 1990s, a small business, Boulder Nonlinear Systems (BNS), also started to make LC OPAs. The first commercial OPA was produced by BNS in 1999. It is a 1 × 4096 OPA, on 1.8-μm pixel pitch. The device is 0.74 cm × 0.74 cm. Then BNS developed a larger OPA, which became available in 2003. It is 1 × 12;228 on a 1.6-μm pitch. It took up to 13.2 V to address it and was 19.2 × 19.2 mm in size. One of the reasons the OPA development was started with LCs is the large birefringence possible, and the low voltage required to impose that birefringence. To develop these OPAs, BNS leveraged the work that had been done previously with LC on silicon displays. 18 Nematic LCs are relatively slow to respond, on the order of 10 ms. The speed of a nematic LC is proportional to one over the square of the thickness layer. This means longerwavelength LC beam steerers can be significantly slower than shorter-wavelength beam steerers since using modulo 2πn beam steering requires a layer thickness related to the wavelength of the light being steered. The turn-on time of nematic LC can be improved by increasing voltage, but for a nematic LC, the turn-off time remains the same, unless a dual-frequency LC is used. 8 A dual-frequency LC drives the LC on at one frequency and off at a different frequency. With a dual-frequency LC, both the turn-on time and turn-off times can be improved using a higher voltage, but the drive electronics are more complicated, and dual-frequency LCs are more temperature sensitive. Depending on the dualfrequency LC material used, the two frequencies might be 1 and 50 kHz, as representative values. Although some researchers pursued dual-frequency LCs, they never became prevalent because of the limitations stated above.
One approach to increasing the switching speed of nematic LC beam steering devices that gained interest was polymer network LCs. A polymer is mixed with the LC to effectively make many thin cells. This requires a higher drive voltage and has an effectively lower birefringence, because there is less LC material between the electrodes. Polymer network LC-based beam steering can switch 300 faster than standard nematic LC beam steerers. 19,20
EO crystal modulo 2π OPAs
A thin, modulo 2π, beam scanner consists of an optically active layer sandwiched between electrodes. The physics of EO crystal index change will be discussed later when bulk EO crystal-based beam steering is discussed. The optically active area may be either linear, in which case it is called the Pockels 21 effect, or quadratic, in which case it is called the Kerr effect. 22 Voltages are applied to change the refractive index of the active layer, in order to delay the incident light for at least one wavelength. Any types of active materials (a material that has a change in the index of refraction when a voltage is applied), such as LCs, EO crystals, or quantum dot material can be used as the active layer. Figure 7 shows the performance of a particular potassium tantalate niobate [KTa 0.65 Nb 0.35 O 3 or KTa1-xNbxO3 (KTN)]-based modulo 2π scanner before and after applying voltages. The devices used in this figure are configured to mitigate fringing field effects and can show an efficiency higher than 90% in steering to 12 and 20 deg. With conventional addressing approaches, not designed to mitigate fringing field effects, such wide steering angles cannot be obtained. 23 In contrast, using fringing field mitigation techniques for a 0.3 birefringence LC, 91% steering efficiency can be achieved only at 3-deg deflection, as shown previously in Fig. 5 .
One of the advantages of thin EO crystals, or modulo 2πn LC beam steering devices, over bulk EO crystal beam steerers is that they can support much larger apertures (up to 15cm in diameter). They will be limited to the size of a wafer until it is possible to stitch larger electronic devices together. The eventual size of these devices is speculative at this time. The above results are simulations not yet from real devices.
Quantum dot modulo 2π OPAs
Another active medium that can be considered for modulo 2π beam steering is quantum dots. 24, 25 Quantum dots have the advantage that both polarizations can be changed based on applying voltage rather than just one polarization, and they can react fast, similar to EO materials, and much faster than LCs. To date, not much has, however, been published using quantum dots for index change, but recently Portland, Oregon based Inv3ctus, Inc. has been granted a patent on a nonmechanical beam scanning technology employing a quantum dot phased array (QDPA). 26 These devices have the potential to achieve high-refractive index change, therefore, the ability to cause a suitable OPD while using a thin active layer. Most of the work to date has focused on developing the QDPA material to allow the generation of a large OPD with a thin material layer.
The patented design is based upon research that has been conducted in stealth mode, so the only reference for most of the work is the patent. The technology employs specially formulated quantum dots, and some clever architecture wherein the materials can be stimulated to produce a suitable phase delay that may enable beam steering/beam scanning over wide angles with high efficiency, at switching speeds in excess for 30 MHz, using tens of volts, or less, to drive the arrays.
A quantum dot, variable refractive index optical phased array (QDPA) element comprises a structure, which includes quantum dots having discrete energy levels, a dielectric matrix surrounding the quantum dots, and an electron source to inject and discharge electrons into and from the quantum dots through the dielectric matrix to generate and control the relaxation rate of excitons. The quantum dots are converted into anions by injection of an electron or converted into cations by the discharge of an electron varying the refractive index of the structure. The resulting permittivity and permeability attributes of the quantum dots, as a result of the controlled carrier concentrations, generate a refractive index change without an accompanying absorption increase when the incident photon energy is below the bandgap energy of the quantum dots. Specifically, when an exciton is generated in an isolated quantum dot, an outermost shell orbital (i.e., singly occupied molecular orbital) is newly formed on the outside of the outermost shell orbital [i.e., highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)] of the quantum dot. Because the quantum dot is surrounded by a dielectric material, an increase in the refractive index variation is achieved. Inversely, when an exciton relaxes within the quantum dot surrounded by the dielectric, the outermost shell orbital (i.e., HOMO), a similar change in the refractive index is generated.
A typical transmissive QDPA array consists of two glass substrates with thin transparent indium tin oxide layers on opposing surfaces to apply an electric field. The QDdielectric layer is coated on each plate. As the voltage is varied in a local area of the array, excitons are generated and the relaxation rate controlled resulting in a continuously variable refractive index within each phase shifter. With the proper voltage profile, the wavefront vector can be precisely controlled using modulo 2πn OPD techniques.
Theory of operation. Light incident on the quantum dot causes the vibration of an electron shell by the electric field. The vibrating electron then re-emits light. The emission process is related to Einstein's B-coefficient, and some duration of time is required from excitation to emission even in a nonresonance region. The light propagates while repeating the excitation and emission. The time required for the excitation and emission determines the phase velocity V P of light propagation where C is the light velocity in a vacuum, V P ∕C is the real part of the complex refractive index that is to be varied in the present invention.
The refractive index is related to the molecular polarizability through the Lorentz-Lorenz equation as given below: E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 7 ; 6 3 ; 2 9 0
where n denotes a refractive index, N A denotes Avogadro's number, and α denotes polarizability. Since ρ ¼ M∕V mol , where V mol denotes a volume per mole (N A ¼ 6.02 × 10 23 ), the above equation can be rewritten as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 8 ; 6 3 ; 2 0 2
where M is a molar mass (mass per mol) and ρ denotes a density.
When an electron is injected into a quantum dot of nanoscale size, a new orbital is formed, and Coulomb repulsion markedly changes the potentials of HOMO and LUMO, lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, and the HOMO-LUMO gap. It follows that the polarizability is significantly varied by these effects. The injected electron is trapped by the quantum dot by making the LUMO of the dielectric matrix higher than the LUMO of the quantum dot. Where the electron is discharged from a quantum dot, a new orbital is not formed, and the index variation is small compared with the case of the electron injection; albeit still significantly larger than conventional methods.
QDPA technology discussion.
1. The carrier is generated in the quantum dot in the structure. 2. The refractive index variation is maintained as long as the carrier remains in the quantum dot. 3. The QDPA element can generate a large refractive index variation in the transparent region. 4. In the QDPA, the energy levels of the quantum dots are discrete, with the result that the number of electrons that can be present in a single energy level is as small as to be counted. Therefore, when a carrier is newly generated in the quantum dot, it occupies the energy level where an electron has not been present. Also since the energy levels of the quantum dot are discrete, the peak of the absorption spectrum has a small width, which implies that a transparent region is broad. 5. The refractive index of the QDPA is not changed in the dielectric matrix other than the quantum dots, with the result that an average refractive index variation is increased as a whole with an increase in the packing density of the quantum dots.
Chip scale T/R module based OPAs
There has been rapid progress in addressing larger and larger arrays of transistors on a chip. For a 2-D array at 1550 nm wavelength, each T∕R module has to be 0.75 μm × 0.75 μm on the surface of the apertures, which is very small. In today's technology, this is impractically small. As a result, the optical community has started developing OPAs that are space-fed and one dimensional at a time rather than working on T∕R module-based OPAs. A space-fed array changes the phase of an optical beam passing through it, which results in steering the optical beam. It could be possible, in the relatively near term, to do T∕R modules in one direction while using a different nonmechanical approach in the other direction.
Chip-scale OPAs are being pursued. 27 The fundamental physics of OPAs are the same whether one uses a chip to create OPD or uses space-fed birefringent LCs. The chip approach may not, however, have fringing field issues. The approach shown in Ref. 27 creates OPD and uses modulo 2π beam steering. This particular chip is 64 × 64, with a pitch of 9 μm × 9 μm, making the array ∼576 × 576 μm. The individual antenna radiators inside a pixel are 3.0-μm in length and 2.8-μm in width. If 3 μm is used as the size of the radiator, and 1.5 μm is the wavelength, steering can be done to about 1/8th radian or about 7 deg. Assuming magnifying this steering to a 10-cm beam, this implies a magnification of about a factor of 174, reducing the 7-deg steering angle to 0.04 deg. Over time the steering arrays will become larger, and the individual steering elements will become smaller. Sun et al. 27 only discussed transmitting, not receiving, which is another required growth area. A second early chip-scale OPA 28 uses random element pitch to reduce sidelobes but is also a tiny chip, shown in the lower left of Fig. 8 . Often when phased array individual elements are larger than a wavelength, the spurious sidelobes can occur. Another way to consider this is that the largest FWHM angle that can be steered to without significant sidelobes is limited by the size of the individual phase shifters. Since steering is only in one direction, and higher efficiency than 50% (half max) is desired, it is necessary to restrict the steering angle to about one-fourth of that value. It is likely that nanofabricated phased arrays will become an interesting option for steering to small angles, using magnification after steering.
More recent progress in chip-scale OPA is discussed in Ref. 29 . The planned progression of MOABB is shown in Fig. 9 . Lockheed Martin was one of the MOABB contractors, with support from the University of California at Santa Barbara and Davis. They got the spacing down to 1.3 μm, allowing steering up to AE10 deg. Keeler, 30 the DARPA program manager, showed progress in increasing chip count. Phase II and III of MOABB will progress the chip count higher, as can be seen from Fig. 9 . Columbia University and Analog Photonics are two contractors of phase II of the MOABB program.
It can in instructive to compare T∕R module-based phased arrays for radar to those of lidar. Traditional radarbased phased arrays have individual phase elements that are at half-wavelength spacing or smaller. Consider an X-band radar at 10 GHz, the wavelength is 3 cm. Wavelength spacing for individual phase shifters with a 3-cm wavelength would mean the pitch between individual phased array elements is no >1.5 cm (half the wavelength spacing). It is possible to build and address individual RF T∕R modules that are 1.5 cm × 1.5 cm on the radiating/receiving surface. To build a square radar aperture that is 75 cm × 75 cm, it would take a 50 × 50 array of T∕R modules that are 1.5 cm on a side, requiring 2500 individual elements. If this array is round, instead of square, the number of elements would decrease to about 2000 elements.
Consider a similar OPA based on T∕R modules. Assume an optical wavelength of 1.5 μm. For half-wavelength pitch, this would require 0.75 μm between elements. Optical apertures usually are not as large as microwave apertures, so one can assume the optical aperture is 30 cm × 30 cm. To build this, aperture would require 400,000 elements in each direction. This would require a total of 160,000,000,000 (or 1.6 × 10 11 ) T∕R modules for a square aperture, or about 1,250,000,000,000 (1.25 × 10 11 ) elements for a round aperture. It would be possible to use two crossed onedimensional arrays. In that case, only 800,000 elements would be needed, which still is a large number. To put these numbers in context, consider that the iPhone 6 in 2015 had 2 billion transistors on a chip, whereas a Pentium 4 in 2001 had 2 million transistors. 31 This is a factor of 1000 increase in 14 years.
Individual T∕R module-based phased arrays will come sooner for near range applications, such as an autolidar, which use smaller apertures. Assume a 1-cm diameter aperture. The required number of elements for 2-D addressing with 0.75-μm elements is only 140 million elements are required, which could be reasonable in the relatively near term. If the steering angle is reduced by doubling the spacing between elements then only need one fourth as many are required. This is an area that could be promising over the next decade, especially with the significant money autolidar companies can put into the area. It is interesting to extrapolate from Fig. 8 , where it states the Sweeper program had 500 components, and the MOABB phase I program had 3000 components. This comparison is done for a 10-cm diameter aperture. This increase occurred just over 3 years. At the same rate of increase, by 2021 that would have 18,000 elements, which will be enough to do beam steering in a single dimension over AE15 deg.
The other possibility would be to use these elements in two dimensions but combine chip-scale beam steering with a large-angle, step-stair approach, such as polarizationbirefringent gratings, discussed below. This extrapolation is shown in Fig. 10 32 suggested coupling light into a waveguide whose cladding is LC. The electric field is applied on the cladding to deflect the beam, and finally, the deflected beam is extracted from the waveguide. In this method, deflecting to two dimensions is possible, but the beam should be narrow enough to couple to a guiding mode. This device uses LCs as an active cladding layer in a waveguide architecture, where light is confined to a high-index core, and the evanescent field extends into the variable-index LC cladding. This allows substantial optical-path delays, about 2 mm; so for small apertures, it is a true-time-delay approach, eliminating the need for a modulo 2πn resets. There is, therefore, no fringing field issue, because there are no resets.
Because the LC layer is thin, these devices can be relatively fast, under 500 μs in response time. In-plane steering is accomplished by changing the voltage on one or more prisms filled with LCs, as shown in Fig. 11 . 33, 34 Out-of-plane beam steering is based on the waveguide coupler designed by R. Ulrich at Bell Labs in 1971, 35 which is shown in Fig. 12 . In any waveguide, if the cladding is too thin light will leak out of the guided mode. In a planar-slab waveguide, Snell's law gives the propagation angle of the escaping light since it is possible to tune the effective index of the waveguide, it is, therefore, possible to tune the angle of the escaping light. This waveguide-based LC beam steering can steer rapidly in one direction over wide angles, such as 40 deg. In the grating-out-coupled-dimension, the deflection angle is more limited, to ∼15 deg in either direction. One main limitation of this technique is the size of the apertures, which will be limited to <1 cm on a side, or less. Currently, the loss using this technique is relatively high, on the order of 50%. (The company making these devices has been purchased by analog devices, which has an interest in auto lidar applications. This will likely mean additional money will be invested in the engineering to bring this loss down, and to make these steering devices inexpensive. Making this approach an attractive beam steering technique when small apertures are applicable.)
Bulk EO crystal beam steering
Römer and Bechtold 36 investigated the characteristics, properties, speed, accuracy, and the advantages and drawbacks of the EO and acousto-optic laser beam scanners and compared them to mirror-based mechanical deflectors. Since the optical deflectors have high angular-deflection velocities but small deflection angles, compared to mechanical scanners that have low speed but larger deflection angle, Römer and Bechtold suggested arranging an optical deflector and a mechanical scanner in series to take advantage of the benefits of both systems.
Fang et al. 37 and Chiu et al. 38 designed a nonrectangular bulk EO crystal scanner, as per the trajectory of the laser beam inside the crystal. They suggested reducing the width of the beam inlet side of the crystal to increase the EO scanning sensitivity. They examined the performance of their horn-shaped bulk EO crystal scanner-analytically as well as experimentally-and compared it to the rectangular bulk EO crystal scanner.
Scrymgeour et al. 39 have worked on a horn-shaped LiTaO 3 wafer. They used EO imaging microscopy to pattern the ferroelectric domains in the shape of a series of prisms whose refractive index is electric field tunable through the EO effect. They reached to 1.80 degrees of deflection per kV, and a maximum deflection of 14.88 deg for a 632.8-nm extraordinary polarized wave and 0.51 degree of deflection per kV and a maximum deflection of 4.2 deg for ordinary polarized light.
Casson et al. 40 demonstrated a beam scanner based on a bulk lithium tantalate crystal to steer a laser beam from the visible to the infrared region, which had a response time on the order of GHz. They reversed the ferroelectric domains in a prism-shaped pattern by applying an electric field of 21 kV/ mm at room temperature. They showed that the scanner is capable of steering wavelengths from 400 to 5000 nm, but the steering performance varied from the maximum deflection angle of 13.38 deg at 1558 nm to 16.18 deg at 632.8 nm. They finally calculated the EO coefficients (r31 and r33) of lithium tantalate from the deflection angle for each Optical Engineering 120901-8 December 2019 • Vol. 58 (12) wavelength and showed those parameters decrease for longer wavelengths.
A key constraint on bulk EO crystals is crystal thickness, which is proportional to the required voltage, for the linear EO effect. Kilovolts will be required for bulk EO crystalbased steering. Lithium niobate has been used a long time for steering beams, but it has a low EO coefficient, so it requires a higher voltage than some newer EO crystal materials. More recently, high-EO coefficient materials, such as KTN, BaTiO 2 , Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3, strontium-barium niobate (SBN), and Pb (Mg1/3Nb2/3) O3-PbTiO3 (PMN-PT) have been investigated because of higher EO coefficients and the potential for lower required voltage. [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] A critical issue for bulk-beam steering is the required voltage. There is a trade-off as the steered beam gets larger, so does the voltage, but small beams require magnification, which reduces steering angle. Also beam walk-off results from deflecting the beam inside the crystal, so for larger angles a portion of the beam might hit the side of the crystal. This requires a larger crystal, increasing the required voltage, to obtain a certain electric field. Beam walk-off is more of an issue for the first dimension steered when steering both dimensions, because the first dimension steered will have a long path in the second crystal, after being steered in the first crystal. For a 20-mm-long crystal to steer each dimension then by the end of the second crystal, there should be an effective 30-mm walk-off length. In the first 20-mm-long crystal, there will be an effective 10-mm walk-off length because the steering occurs gradually over the length of the crystal. The angle obtained in the first crystal continues into the second crystal, as shown in Fig. 13 . Figure 14 shows the beam bending in the first crystal and then going straight in the second crystal, as would happen to the beam steered in the first crystal. Therefore, the beam in the second crystal can hit the sidewall, especially if the beam width is an appreciable percentage of the crystal thickness. The steering in the first dimension has already occurred when light hits the crystal that steers the second direction. In the dimension steered by the first crystal, the second crystal will have to be wider to avoid the beam hitting the sidewall due to the beam walk-off. The OPD required to steer to a particular angle/aperture product remains the same for a given crystal, regardless of the width of the crystal used.
It is possible to think of an EO crystal as a capacitor. The capacitance of an EO crystal with the length of L, the width of w, and height of d is given by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 9 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 9 8
where ε 0 is the permittivity of free space. The dielectric constant (ε r ij ) in Eq. (9) can be different for different crystal orientations and for different crystals. To keep the capacitance low, a low-dielectric constant would be desirable, but a highdielectric constant can allow a larger steering angle per applied voltage, which may be desirable. One way to steer to a certain angle, using a prism-type OPD profile, will be to create an OPD on one side of the crystal, preferably with a linear prism profile in OPD across the crystal. One side of the crystal will have a maximum OPD, and the other side will have zero OPD. This change in OPD across a crystal creates a tilt to the outgoing wavefront. The change in OPD is given by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 0 ; 3 2 6 ; 3 1 5 OPD ¼ ΔnL; (10) where L is the length of the crystal, or the area of the crystal with a changed index of refraction, and Δn is the change in the index of refraction. Although it is possible to develop a larger OPD using a longer interaction length, up to the size of the largest available crystal, it is desirable to create a larger Δn instead of a larger interaction length as the method of developing a given OPD. A larger interaction length not only makes the beam steerer larger but also creates more of a walk-off issue, where a portion of the beam could hit the sidewall of the crystal unless the beam is kept very small compared to the crystal size. The amount of OPD generated determines the angle/aperture product for beam steering. A wider aperture means steering to a smaller angle but does not change the angle/aperture product.
Because of the higher index of refraction, it will not be necessary to steer to as large an angle inside the crystal to generate this angle upon leaving the crystal. Snell's law can be used to determine what steering angle inside the crystal is required. For small angles, Snell's law can be written as 
where θ d is the desired deflection angle in the air, θ i is the deflection angle inside the crystal, n 0 is the refractive index of air, which is considered as 1, and n is the refractive index of the EO crystal. Solving for θ i :
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 2 ; 6 3 ; 6 7 4 θ i ≈ θ d n :
The approximate index of refraction (n) for KTN crystal is 2.29, for PMN-PT crystal is 2.47, and for SBN is 2.35. As seen, using these values reduces the required internal steering angle (θ i ) for prism-type steering.
It is possible to generate a refractive index change (Δn) either by linear or quadratic EO effect. Some EO crystals exhibit a quadratic EO effect (or Kerr effect) below and above the Curie temperature. The EO crystals can also exhibit a linear EO effect (or Pockels effect) below the Curie temperature if they do not have a centrosymmetry in their crystalline structure. 46 Since the possible lack of centrosymmetry in the crystalline structure will disappear above the Curie temperature, the Pockels effect does not exist above the Curie temperature. 47 Generally, if a crystal exhibits both Kerr effect and Pockels effect below the Curie temperature, the Pockels effect will be about ten times stronger than Kerr effect. The Pockels effect crystals need to be poled, but Kerr effect crystals do not need to be poled. The linear EO effect creates a Δn as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 3 ; 6 3 ; 4 1 3 Δn ¼ −
where r ij is the linear EO effect coefficient in an appropriate direction, E j is just voltage divided by crystal thickness in an appropriate direction, and n is the refractive index of the crystal. The change in the refractive index by Kerr effect 48 is as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 4 ; 6 3 ; 3 0 5 Δn ¼ −
where s ij is the quadratic EO (Kerr) effect coefficient in an appropriate direction, E j is the applied electric field in an appropriate direction. As seen, Eq. (14) is similar to Eq. (13), except for the nonlinear EO effect coefficient (S ij ) and the square electric field (E 2 j ) term.
Steering Using Traditional Gratings
The grating equation for normal incidence is given as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 5 ; 6 3 ; 1 7 1
where m is the diffraction order and d is the pitch of the grating. For small angles, the steering angle is proportional to wavelength. It is possible to change the steering angle by changing wavelength. Therefore, for an EO system capable of changing wavelength, nonmechanical beam steering can be done using the dispersion of a grating or other dispersive elements. The MOABB program, developing chip scale OPA devices, cannot at this time have enough addressing elements to steer both dimensions based on chip scale OPAs, so it relies on wavelength dispersion and wavelength change to steer the second wavelength, as discussed early when chip scale OPAs are summarized.
Volume holographic gratings
Volume (thick) holograms offer the potential to implement large-angle steering with high efficiency. 49 Once the hologram is developed, it will diffract an incident signal beam in the direction of the reference beam, thereby steering the signal beam while being almost transparent to beams coming into the volume hologram layer at different angles. The method of steering is to change the input angle slightly, resulting in a significant change in the output angle. Through the use of multiple holograms, multiple discrete steering angles can be addressed. The number of steered angles increases linearly with the number of holographic gratings. This is the reason that holographic-beam steering has lost its popularity compared to polarization birefringent gratings (PBGs). In the 1990s, the main wide-angle-beam steering approach was holographic gratings, which were made by Leon Glebov at the College of Optics and Photonics, and the company he started called Optigrate. Holographic gratings use high-fidelity, rugged, photothermal glass 50 for writing holograms. Each glass holographic grating can have more than 99% efficiency. 51 When two holograms are written in a single piece of glass, the efficiency can still be higher than 98%. 52 Many layers of holographic glass can be placed back-toback with relatively low losses. For example, eight holograms in each direction, azimuth, and elevation could be used. If each hologram steers to an angle separated by 5 deg from the adjacent angle, then there is an entire field of regard of 40 deg, broken up into eight zones of 5 deg each. The incoming light is only diffracted by the holographic grating that has light input at the proper angle and wavelength. There is no additional diffractive loss using more gratings. However, using a larger number of volume holograms introduces reflection, scattering, and absorption losses. In addition, the thickness of the grating stack increases, and there will be a limitation on how thick a piece of glass can be used to contain gratings. Each grating is set to receive light from a small angle, and to steer it to a specific larger angle, dividing the steering into zones. Steering inside of each zone is referred to as filling each zone. This requires the use of a second beam steerer in each dimension after Optical Engineering 120901-10 December 2019 • Vol. 58 (12) the stack of volume holograms. This wide-angle steering approach, therefore, requires two moderate-angle continuous beam-steering devices, one before (for zone selection) and one after (for zone fill) the stack of volume holograms. This steering approach has demonstrated continuous beam steering over a field of regard >45 deg. 12, 53 This architecture is shown in Fig. 15 . It would be possible to use this technique to steer both polarizations of light, but as it was implemented, it would mean doubling the number of beam steering elements. The small-angle LC beam-steering elements used to address the volume holograms were polarization dependent. Thus for an 80-deg field of regard and 5 deg per step, there would need to be 16 gratings in each dimension. Even at 0.5% loss per grating that would mean a 16% loss when both dimensions are included. Using this method, it is critical to reduce losses per stage to a minimum if large-angle deflection is desired at high efficiency. A single piece of the grating is 1-to 2-mm thick. This can cause limited walk-off issues in a large stack, due to 2-to 4-cm thickness for 20 gratings. Walk-off means the beam can move off the active area of the substrate or can hit the sidewall because it is essentially steered inside of a tunnel.
Using volume holograms in conjunction with small angle continuous steering approaches allowed steering continuous and efficient steering over a 45-deg cone. (This demonstration was conducted as part of the DARPA steered angle beams program, technically monitored by Dr. McManamon. The data from this demonstration may not have been published in an achival journal), but it was abandoned once polarization-birefringent gratings became available.
Acousto-optical beam steering
Acousto-optical beam deflection devices are an example of using writable gratings to deflect light. A sound wave can create a Bragg grating in a material, and that grating can deflect light. A different Bragg grating can be written in the time it takes a sound wave to travel from one side of a crystal to the other side so that steering time will depend on the size of the crystal, and the speed of sound in that material. By changing the frequency of the acousto-optical wave, the grating period can be changed. The tilt angle will be given by 
where Λ is the period of the acoustic wave and λ is the optical wavelength. 54, 55 Steering efficiency decreases quadratically with increasing wavelength, so a stronger acoustic beam is required to deflect longer wavelengths. This can result in high power being required for the beam deflector.
3 Phased-Based Nonmechanical Beam Steering (Based on the Seminal Paper of Pancharatnam) Nonmechanical beam-steering approaches discussed until now rely on creating OPD. There is an alternate approach that directly creates a phase delay. Figure 15 shows the optical model of the quarter-wave plate, half-wave plate, quarterwave plate (QHQ) device first described in the paper by Pancharatnam. A light beam passes through a polarizer, a quarter-wave plate (λ∕4 plate), a half-wave plate (λ∕2 plate), another quarter-wave plate, and another polarizer. The director profile of LC polarization gratings: (a) top-view, and sideview in the zero (b) high and (c) voltage cases, as shown in Fig. 16 . Linear polarized incident light becomes circular polarized after the first λ∕4 plate, which can be defined as the electric field of E in according to Jones calculus notation: E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 7 ; 3 2 6 ; 5 8 4
For convenience, it is assumed to be a right-hand circular polarized light. E xin and E yin are vector components of the electric field along the x axis and y axis, respectively. The transmitted light E out is defined as a linear mapping of the incident light E in by a Jones matrix:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 8 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 8 5
where β represents the angle between the slow axis of the half-wave plate and the x axis, and φ is denoted as the phase retardation of the half-wave plate, which is equal to π. The final relationship can be simplified as 
In the last expression, the transmitted light is a left-hand circular polarized light with a common phase factor e 2iβ . The phase of the transmitted circular light can be accurately controlled by the azimuth angle β. If β varies laterally from 0 to π the spatial phase profile of transmitted light will vary horizontally from 0 to 2π. For an LC cell with an in-plane director, the azimuth angle linearly rotating from 0 to π and the total OPD across the cell agreeing with the half-wave retardation for the design wavelength, then the final spatial phase profile of transmitted light will linearly change from 0 to 2π. By duplicating this spatial director configuration repeatedly, an LC grating without any flyback or reset can be created.
It should be noted that the cell is only one half-wave OPD thick and importantly, the flyback, or reset, is eliminated in this device. The thin cell gap reduces light scatting and adsorption of the LC cell. With this type of device, even though the optical thickness is only half of the wave, it is possible to create a constant, large phase gradient over an aperture size only limited by manufacturing constraints.
Polarization Birefringent Gratings
LC polarization gratings (LCPGs) with near ideal diffraction efficiencies (>99.5%) have been experimentally demonstrated, over a wide range of grating periods, wavelengths (visible to near-IR), and areas. 56, 57 Each polarization grating (PG) stage can double the maximum steered angle in one dimension, without major efficiency reductions, so very large steered angles are possible (at least to AE40deg field of regard). Currently, devices larger than 15-cm in diameter have been fabricated. (These consclusions were based on manufacturing experience by BNS.) 58 A LCPG defects light in one direction when the light is circular polarized one direction, and in the opposite direction when the circular polarization is reversed. Active LCPGs can also be turned on and off. Between each LCPG layer, we place a variable waveplate that changes the handedness of the polarization.
Similar to the birefringent prisms, only a single-stage fine angle steerer is required before the LCPG to achieve continuous wide-angle steering. This is in contrast to volume holographic where wide-angle steering requires two fine-angle steerers, one before and one after the holographic stack of glass. The structure at the heart of these devices is a PG, implemented using nematic LCs (optionally switchable, or polymerizable). The nematic director is a continuous, inplane, bend-splay pattern established using a UV polarization hologram exposing photoalignment materials. When voltage is applied, the director orients out of the plane, effectively erasing the grating. Diffraction occurs according to the following equations: 
where η m is the diffraction efficiency of the m'th order, λ is the wavelength of the incident light, and S 0 3 ¼ S 3 ∕S 0 is the normalized Stokes parameter corresponding to the ellipticity of incident light. The grating equation applies. Note that only these three orders are possible and that when the retardation of the LC layer is half wave (Δnd ¼ λ∕2), then 100% of the incident light can be directed out of the zeroth order. Note further that when the input polarization is circular, then all light can be directed into a single first order, with the handedness (S 0 3 ¼ AE1) selecting the diffraction order (see Fig. 19 ). When Fig. 19 refers to high voltage, it only means tens of volts. A single LCPG can be considered the key component within a digital beam steerer with three possible directions (AEθ and 0). For the nondiffracting case, an applied voltage reduces the effective birefringence toward zero (Δn → 0).
LCPGs may also be fabricated with polymerizable LCs, also known as reactive mesogens, and would, therefore, be fixed indefinitely. The practical advantages of these passive PGs (over the switchable or active PGs) are that they tend to manifest less scattering losses and allow for smaller grating periods. 59 The real-world realization of near 100% efficiency circular LCPGs took substantial time and effort. The feasibility of 100% diffraction efficiency in thin gratings recorded by two circularly polarized coherent waves was suggested in 1983. 60, 61 The concept of using photoaligned, bulk nematic LCs for LCPGs was identified by Zeldovich and Tabiryan 62 in invention disclosure and conference appearance, 63 as well as by Crawford et al. 64 in a patent application. The Crawford team's subsequent journal publications 65, 66 only offered a first-order efficiency of <10%. Escuti et al. 67 were the first to disclose the methods needed to fabricate an LCPG with an efficiency higher than 99% in a patent application filed in 2005, for both switchable and polymer LCPGs.
Sarkissian et al. reported 12.7% to 18.7% steering efficiency. 68 Escuti and Jones 56,57 and Provenzano et al. 69 published near 100% efficiency in the broader literature. A detailed historical analysis of some of these critical contributions (and many more) may be found in multiple Refs. 70-72.
Kim et al. 73 published an article using LCPGs in nonmechanical beam steering, while working under Dr. Mike Escuti. They introduced high-efficiency coarse beam steering modules using both active and passive PG architectures. Various designs and improvements have been studied subsequently by this team, [74] [75] [76] by Tabiryan et al., 71, 72 and by Wu et al. 77, 78 A patent application 79 filed in 2009 was issued to NCSU and BNS, for this family of beam steering with LCPGs.
Vertical-Continuous, Optical-Phased Arrays
LC OPAs usually follow the idea of generating a linear change of OPD across the aperture while using resets to keep the required OPD small. Resets then impose a flyback region, reducing efficiency. As an alternative, the verticalcontinuous, optical-phased array (VCOPA) devices discussed here use the same basic physics as the QHQ device of Pancharatnam, discussed earlier. It is a phase-based device rather than an OPD-based device. The difference is the steering angle of a single VCOPA device is variable instead of fixed, like the previously discussed circular birefringent gratings. VCOPA devices also have ∼99.5% diffractive steering efficiency, similar to birefringent prisms.
The LCPGs discussed earlier achieve their spiral structure through the use of an alignment layer that has the desired spiral structure. This method obviously does not yield a tunable device. Kent State has demonstrated a variable device called VCOPA. The basic structure of the device is shown in Fig. 17 , by Lei Shi of Kent State. 80 The alignment is approximately vertical at the top and bottom substrates. The alignment is quasivertical alignment because in some domains the alignment is not exactly vertical, but slightly tilts to the left, right, or in and out of the plane of the paper.
For example, the alignment over electrodes #1 and #2, and over the gap between them, is slightly pointed into the plane of the paper. Similarly, the alignment over electrode #3 is slightly pointed to the right, whereas the alignment over electrode #6 is pointed to left, etc. All the other regions' alignment keeps the initial vertical direction. The cell is filled with −Δε LC materials, so when a voltage is applied to cause an electric field that is vertical in this figure, the LC directors will distribute in the x-y plane. The helical sense adopted is controlled by the slight tilting of the director alignment layer. The tipping of the director to the left and right in Fig. 20 can be controlled by fringing fields resulting from the voltage pattern applied to the in-plane cell electrodes. In this way, the regions tilting to the left or right can be controlled, and the sense of the helix can be electrically controlled. By controlling the voltages applied to the electrodes, the period of the helix can be changed, and a tunable steering angle can be achieved. The main focus of current work on VCOPA is switching speed. The original work had switching speeds on the order of seconds, and it would be desirable to reduce those speeds to the order of milliseconds or less. If speed is sufficient, then this will become a very attractive steering approach. It has high diffractive efficiency, like the birefringent prisms, but will require fewer layers. It is not clear that tunable devices will be manufacturable to steer to as large an angle as the fixed devices, so a future combination of VCOPA with a large-angle step-steering approach similar to birefringent prisms is likely.
Nonmechanical Steering of Broadband EO
Beams Trying to steer broadband sensors was first pursued in the late 1980s to early 1990s, not long after starting the efforts to steer narrowband light nonmechanically. 6, [81] [82] [83] [84] One of the early useful insights was that larger resets are somewhat more broadband, even though it was not proven in a paper until 2005. Reference 7 shows in theory and experiment the effect of larger resets on the broadband nature of the beam steerer. 7 When many avenues were pursued, the best approach for broadband beam steering was, and is, achromatic Fourier transforms (AFT). 85 The full-width half-max diffraction limit of the aperture is E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 2 2 ; 3 2 6 ; 7 5 2 Δθ ≈ λ D :
(22)
Gratings steer to an angle proportional to wavelength for small-angle steering as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 2 3 ; 3 2 6 ; 6 9 7 θ ¼ θ 0 λ λ 0 :
As seen, a longer wavelength steers to a larger angle, but the goal is to have all the light leaving one aperture hit a specific other aperture. Therefore, it is necessary to eliminate dispersion. A steering angle is reduced by magnification as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 2 4 ; 3 2 6 ; 5 9 5
where M is the magnification. For a magnification by a factor of ten, the steering angle is reduced by a factor of ten. Consider a telescope with magnification that is dispersive as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 2 5 ; 3 2 6 ; 5 1 2
It has a basic magnification but is dispersive, changing the steering angle. Equation (26) shows the elimination of dispersion:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 2 6 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 3 8
Note that the wavelength dependence has disappeared. To eliminate dispersion in this way, it is necessary to develop a telescope with magnification given by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 2 7 ; 3 2 6 ; 3 6 3
where f 1 and f 2 are the focal lengths of the two lenses in a simple telescope. One of the focal lengths must depend on wavelength, for example:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 2 8 ; 3 2 6 ; 2 8 9
If f 1 changes, then under normal circumstances, lens #1 no longer focuses at the same spot. This means that the two lenses do not focus on the same spot, so the telescope becomes blurry and is no longer a useful telescope. It is Optical Engineering 120901-13 December 2019 • Vol. 58 (12) necessary to have a "lens" with variable focal length but a constant back focal distance. The "lens" always focuses on the same spot, even though its focal length changes. An AFT lens can have this property. The magnification amount could be just 1-to-1 as the basic magnification, with dispersion on top of that basic magnification. It could also be a different value if that would be useful in the design. Figure 18 shows a diagram of the internal make up of an AFT "lens." 85 Only the first two lenses are required, except for image size. One of these lenses is diffractive. It has normal diffractive dispersion. The second lens has dispersion that is the opposite of lens 1 in the AFT, so the opposite of diffractive dispersion. The main challenge in designing the AFT is wavelength operation over a wide bandwidth.
In the 1990s, BNS built a demo device for broadband visible beam steering for the Air Force. It is shown in Fig. 19 . The lens was longer than the author wanted but did work over a limited band in the visible light region.
The U.S. Air Force has an interest in compact systems, so making this "lens" longer than 1 foot would limit its usefulness. In Fig. 19 , the actual device is shown on the right, and on the left is the uncompensated steering of a point of broadband light on the bottom, and the compensated steering on the top. The compensation was not perfect, but the colors were mostly brought back together.
Conclusion
Nonmechanical beam steering has come a long way since the mid-1980s. Initial work was mostly in LCs. There was some acousto-optical work as well. Fringing fields limited the steering angle for LC OPAs. As a result, larger-angle step stare approaches were pursued. The first of those was volume holographic gratings (VHGs). Although VHGs were successful, the number of steering angles was linearly proportional to the number of volume holograms, and continuous small angle steering occurred both before and after the VHGs. More recently, large-angle step steering has been carried out using PBGs. VCOPA uses the same physics as PBGs but can be steering to variable angles. VCOPA has been a very interesting method of steering, but with a slow steering rate (on the order of a second), over angles up to about 5 deg. Work is occurring to speed up the steering time for VCOPA. EO crystals are becoming more promising, using higher-EO coefficient crystals, and novel addressing structures. High efficiency, >90% out to 20 deg, is possible and should be feasible for cm to tens of cm diameter apertures. Chip-scale OPAs are under development but are still at an early stage. At this time, they will be restricted to either one-dimensional steering or small-angle steering, for moderate size aperture. Chip scale OPA progress may be made for small apertures of 1-cm in diameter. Broadband nonmechanical beam steering is far behind narrow-band, nonmechanical beam steering but is beginning to make progress using AFT-based variable telescopes to compensate for dispersion.
